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Automated Mass Spectrometric Sequence Determination of Cyclic
Peptide Library Members

James E. Redman, Keith M. Wilcoxen, and M. Reza Ghadiri*

Departments of Chemistry and Molecular Biology and the Skaggs Institute for Chemical Biology,
The Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, California 92037

ReceiVed July 31, 2002

Cyclic peptides have come under scrutiny as potential antimicrobial therapeutic agents. Combinatorial split-
and-pool synthesis of cyclic peptides can afford single compound per well libraries for antimicrobial screening,
new lead identification, and construction of quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR). Here, we
report a new sequencing protocol for rapid identification of the members of a cyclic peptide library based
on automated computer analysis of mass spectra, obviating the need for library encoding/decoding strategies.
Furthermore, the software readily integrates with common spreadsheet and database packages to facilitate
data visualization and archiving. The utility of the new MS-sequencing approach is demonstrated using
sonic spray ionization ion trap MS and MS/MS spectrometry on a single compound per bead cyclic peptide
library and validated with individually synthesized pure cyclicD,L-R-peptides.

Introduction

The proliferation of high-throughput technologies into
modern drug discovery and development platforms has
deepened the need for efficient combinatorial methods for
the generation of diverse molecular libraries.1 Solid phase
split-and-pool synthesis2-4 provides a rapid and manageable
route to high diversity libraries but is often limited by the
requirement for elaborate encoding/decoding strategies, such
as chemical tagging, positional arraying, or electronic
tagging.5-7 With the advent of mild ionization techniques,8

mass spectrometry has become an increasingly important tool
for the analysis of biomolecules9 and has been successfully
applied to the deconvolution of small molecule and peptide
libraries. Hit sequences from peptide libraries have classically
been identified by Edman degradation, but this method is
expensive and not generally applicable due to its requirement
for free N termini.10 Novel techniques have been described
recently where small percentages of resin-bound peptide are
“capped”, providing a ladder sequence identifiable by
MALDI-MS. 11,12 However, these approaches, while inex-
pensive and applicable to large diversity libraries, can
introduce significant amounts of impurities into tested
compounds. An alternative is sequence determination using
post source decay13 (PSD) or collision-induced dissociation14

(CID) mass spectrometry, which does not require capped
sequences but rather relies on the well-known fragmentation
patterns of peptide bonds.15 Linear peptides may be readily
sequenced by mass spectrometry, and several automated
computer programs16-21 are available for this purpose. A
number of attempts have been made to sequence cyclic
peptides using mass spectrometry,22-32 although these have
not yet reached the level of automation that has been
achieved for linear peptides. Homodetic cyclic peptides

typically yield complex fragment ion mass spectra, arising
from ring opening at multiple positions to afford mass
degenerate ions, which undergo subsequent loss of residues.
Only in special cases where ring opening occurs by
preferential cleavage of a certain peptide bond, commonly
at a proline residue due to the greater basicity of the amide
nitrogen,24,27 can the resulting ion series be interpreted in a
manner similar to linear peptides. However, in many cases,
further mass selection and fragmentation of linear acylium
ions are necessary to fully assign a sequence,28 requiring
time-consuming interpretation of spectra. Furthermore, most
automated sequencing programs are oriented toward pro-
teomics applications and not combinatorial chemistry, so they
cannot automatically take into account the constraints
imposed by the chemical synthesis. We sought to develop a
general automated sequence analysis platform for rapid
identification of cyclic peptide library members that could
be interfaced directly with existing spreadsheet or database
applications for facile data mining, visualization, and ar-
chiving. Such an approach could be used to identify both
active and inactive compoundssinformation essential for the
development of accurate quantitative structure-activity
relationships (QSAR). In this paper, we describe the devel-
opment of such a system and validate its utility in identifying
members of cyclic hexa- and octa-D,L-R-peptide libraries, a
class of compounds that have shown promise as antimicrobial
agents.33

Results and Discussion

Computer Software.The difficulty of sequencing cyclic
peptide library members can be reduced if the peptide length
and residue constraints imposed by a split-and-pool synthesis
are taken into account. The first step of our algorithm is
library enumeration from the combination of residues used
at each “split” stage of the synthesis. The peptide topology
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is specified as cyclic or cyclicD,L to indicate peptides with
the same or alternating chirality at theR carbon, respectively.
The program generates all possible cyclic sequences,20 stores
them on a list, excluding those related by cyclic permutation
symmetry. Each sequence is then associated with a score,
which is calculated by comparison of an experimental mass
spectrum with a spectrum predicted for that sequence. Raw
experimental data, and not a peak list, are used for this
comparison. The scoring is performed according to eq 1.

The experimental peak intensity of peakj, Ij, is the highest
intensity signal within a specifiedm/z range, to allow for
measurement error, from a calculated peak position. Empiri-
cally, we observed that the termxIj , as opposed toIj , helps
to reduce incorrect sequence assignment due to the occasional
occurrence of intense peaks or noise spikes, which cannot
be accounted for by the ions known to the software.
Parameterswj are scoring weights, which are allocated for
the ion type of each peak. Normalization ensures that
calculated spectra with a greater number of peaks, or
comparatively more peaks with higher scoring weights, do
not receive higher scores due to summation of baseline noise.
In the absence of any experimental peaks, all sequences
receive identical scores. After scoring of each sequence, the
list is sorted, and those sequences with a score below a
specified fraction of the highest scoring sequence may be
discarded from the list. This process is repeated for each
available experimental spectrum to ultimately yield a shortlist
of candidate sequences and scores. Ordinarily, a parent ion
spectrum would be considered first, followed by fragment
spectra, although this is not a requirement. For the examples
discussed below, this order of events was followed, and the
final ranked shortlist corresponds to those sequences with a
calculated parent ion mass closely matching that observed.

We make a number of simplifying assumptions in the
prediction of spectra. As the cyclic peptides of interest are
typically of a molecular mass<2000 Da, an extensive
distribution of isotopes is not observed. We therefore
consider only a single isotope peak but estimate whether it
will contain 1, 2, or 313C atoms according to the mass of
the all 12C isotopomer.19 For parent ion spectra, up to triply
charged ions may be considered, with a user-specified scoring

weight for each. For fragment spectra, we consider only
singly charged ions and a limited set of fragmentations. Each
fragmentation type is assigned a different scoring weight in
eq 1. To maintain generality, no preferential sites of
fragmentation are assumed and linear sequences arising from
all possible fragmentations of the peptide bonds are com-
puted, along with a map, which describes which species
could be derived from each other by further fragmentation.
From this sequence information,m/z is calculated for
protonated fragments. These fragmentations correspond to
theb andy ion types observed for linear peptides.34 This is
illustrated schematically in Figure 1. Also included are
fragments derived from loss of CO and residue specific loss
of NH3 from K, Q, and R and H2O from S, T, and E.35

Species arising from losses of combinations of more than
one NH3 or H2O are not considered. Multiple steps of mass
selection and fragmentation can be simulated, if required,
by filtering the list ofm/z values followed by creation of a
new list of derived fragments from the initially computed
mapping. An approximation in this approach is that side
chain fragmentations and loss of CO are “forgotten” after
mass selection, but this has the advantage of reducing the
computational burden.

An additional feature that we have termed “critical
analysis” (CA) permits the calculation of comparative scores
for a pair of sequences, given an experimental fragment
spectrum. Scores are computed for each sequence as
described above but only using calculatedm/z values that
are predicted to be unique to each sequence. This also reveals
any potential ambiguities due to one or both sequences
possessing no distinguishing peaks. This calculation is useful
when applied to pairs of the highest scoring sequences on a
shortlist, although it can be too time consuming to apply to
all possible pairs of sequences from a diverse library.

The software is designed to be integrated into other
commercially available applications, such as a spreadsheet
or database, running under the Windows operating system.
All of the functions described above can be accessed without
the need to understand the source code or to recompile the
program. As an example, we developed an Excel spreadsheet-
based user interface. The processing parameters, such as
spectrum filenames and scoring weights for each type of
fragment, are entered directly into the spreadsheet. The user
directs the program operation using a customized menu, and
all results, together with a summary of the processing steps,
appear in a new sheet. Various utility functions are also
provided, for example, to generate a graphic representation
of overlaid experimental and calculated spectra. In this way,

Figure 1. CID fragmentation scheme for cyclic peptides. The sequencing software considers a cyclic peptide to ring open to a mixture of
linear ions, which undergo further fragmentation. Boxes and arrows indicate those fragments that originate from a common parent.
Fragmentation of only a single ring-opened ion is shown for clarity.
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all of the information associated with one or more sequence
determinations may be contained in a single file and be
readily combined with assay data. The typical flow of
program operations is summarized in Figure 2.

Experimental Validation of the Mass Spectrometry
(MS) Sequencing Protocol.Cyclic peptides1-41were used
as the initial standard set for evaluating the performance of
the automated computer-assisted MS-sequencing algorithm
described above. In addition, a small test library was also
designed and used to establish the utility of the MS-
sequencing protocol. Peptides were synthesized and cyclized
on the solid support employing Fmoc chemistry and an
orthogonal resin anchoring and protecting group strategy36,37

(Scheme 1). Standard peptides1-41 were purified by
crystallization and/or reversed phase high-performance liquid
chromatography (RP HPLC). Single compound per bead
cyclic peptide library members were synthesized on mac-
robead (500-550 µm) polystyrene resin. This synthetic
approach allows for the rapid synthesis of a variety of cyclic
peptides where cleavage of the peptide from the resin yields
unprotected cyclic hexa- and octapeptides in good yields and
purity required for subsequent bioassays.

The cyclic D,L-hexapeptides1-11 were analyzed using
an Hitachi 3DQ-LC/MS system utilizing a sonic spray
ionization (SSI) interface.38-40 SSI is an ionization method
that allows for a wide range of liquid chromatography (LC)
conditions, including high buffer concentration, variable
compound concentrations, and thermally unstable molecules
that are not readily applicable to electrospray ionization

(ESI). The difference lies in the method of charge drop
formation. The ESI technique operates by applying a high
voltage to the metal tip of a capillary, thereby producing
fine droplets of the sample that are directed into the coupled
mass spectrometer. The SSI method forms charged droplets
under much milder conditions, where charged droplet forma-
tion is due to coaxial flow of nitrogen around the capillary
at sonic velocity. The high-speed gas flow coupled with a
small coaxial capillary diameter produces a sheer stress effect
on the liquid sample to produce small charged droplets.

As compounds were individually prepared using on-resin
cyclization of a protected peptide anchored through a lysine
side chain, we have considered these compounds to be
members of a hypothetical library in which a single residue
is constrained to lysine, and the remaining five residues vary
freely. However, we intentionally excluded glutamine and
isoleucine from the calculations as these residues are isobaric
with lysine and leucine, respectively. Therefore, the program
considers 18 residues at each of the five variable positions,
leading to a total of 1.8× 106 sequences. As input, the
program was supplied with a parent ion mass spectrum and
CID spectrum obtained by mass selection and fragmentation
of the parent and a set of processing parameters, which
remained constant for every sequence. Representative parent
and fragment spectra of compound4, c[KWLWKS], are
shown in Figure 3, and assignments of significant fragments
recognized by the software are given in Table 1. After both
spectra were processed, a shortlist of scored sequences was
obtained, for which CA scores were determined for all pairs
of the top 30 sequences. The “best” sequence is automatically
selected from the top 30 by finding that which has the fewest

Figure 2. Flowchart of typical program operation. (a) Library
member enumeration; (b) scoring of sequences against parent ion
spectrum followed by elimination of sequences to form a shortlist;
(c) scoring of shortlist sequences against fragment spectrum; and
(d) pairwise comparison of sequences against fragment spectrum
(CA).

Figure 3. (a) Parent ion mass spectrum of4; (b) CID MS/MS
spectrum of4.
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“disagreements” in the CA. If more than one sequence has
the same number of disagreements, then that with the highest
score is selected. A sequence has a “disagreement” when
both it and the sequence to which it is being compared have
unique peaks in their calculated fragment spectra and the
alternative sequence has a higher CA score.

The results of the analysis on hexameric sequences are
summarized in Table 2. The processing parameters are such
that the shortlist consists of the sequences with a molecular
mass that closely matches that observed in the parent ion
spectrum, ranked according to the fragment spectrum scores.
For example, for compound4, c[KWLWKS] ([M + H]+

829.4725), the shortlist also contains sequences such as
c[KWNTLW] (829.4361), c[KWEWKA] (829.4361), and
c[KWRDRS] (829.4432). In all cases, the sequence predicted
by the CA is identical with the known sequence, except with
Q substituted with the isobaric K. As these residues also have

a similar side chain fragmentation, it is difficult to distinguish
between them without derivatization. The merit of the CA
calculation is demonstrated by compound6, c[KRWLWL],
for which the correct sequence is not the highest scoring on
the shortlist but is identified as that with the fewest
disagreements in the CA. The CA indicates that the retro
sequence c[KLWLWR] must also be considered as a
candidate, as this pair of sequences has no unique peaks that
are known to the software.

For the diversity of the hypothetical library presented here,
the full calculation takes less than 2 min per compound on
a modest computer (800 MHz). In a real library, the diversity
would typically be considerably less, thus speeding the
calculation further. Using the Excel spreadsheet interface,
the calculation and presentation of the results proceed with
no user involvement.

We sought to investigate the applicability of the sequenc-
ing protocol to cyclic octapeptides to test the generality of
the method for longer sequences. Stock solutions of cyclic
D,L-octapeptides12-41, as prepared for biological assays,33

were analyzed using LC/MS runs, which were representative
of the analysis that would be required for a library member
of unknown identity. MS/MS spectra were acquired by
automatically fragmenting the most intense ion in the parent
spectrum of the LC peak, in contrast to the hexamer peptides,
for which MS/MS spectra were manually optimized for
compounds directly infused into the spectrometer. Sequenc-
ing was performed using identical program parameters and
a hypothetical library consisting of a single lysine residue
and seven variable residues each with nine possible amino
acids (AFHKLNRSW). In this case, the calculated library
diversity is 4.0× 106, which covers all of the 30 sequences

Scheme 1a

a Synthesis of cyclicD,L-peptides. Reagents and conditions: (i) Fmoc-R-Lys-OAllyl (1 equiv), DIPEA (2 equiv), CH2Cl2, room temperature, 12 h.
(ii) Pd(PPh3)4 (0.5 equiv), CHCl3, 4-methylmorpholine, room temperature, 5 h. (iii) 25% Piperidine in DMF, room temperature, 2× 10 min. (iv) PyBOP
(5 equiv), HOAt (5 equiv), DIPEA (20 equiv), DMF, room temperature, 24 h. (v) TFA:H2O:TIS (95%:2.5%:2.5%), room temperature, 12 h.

Table 1. Peak Assignments for the CID Spectrum of4,
c[KSKWLW]a

m/z sequence

700.96 (701.3774) SKWLW, WLWKS
643.16 (643.3931) KSKWL, LWKSK
614.02 (614.35) KWLW, WLWK
530.02 (530.3091) KSKW, WKSK
515.16 (515.2981) SKWL, LWKS
485.69 (486.2505) WLW
402.22 (402.2141) SKW, WKS
344.09 (344.2297) KSK
314.89 (315.1821) WK, KW
299.62 (300.1712) LW, WL
297.89 (298.1555) KW-NH3, WK-NH3

271.69 (272.1763) WL-CO, LW-CO
a Calculatedm/z values are given in parentheses.
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tested, with the exception of Q, which will be interpreted as
K. Despite the greater diversity of this hypothetical library,
and consequentially the larger number of sequences with
identical masses, the correct sequence (allowing for K/Q
substitution), or its retro or enantiomeric sequence, was
ranked the highest scoring for 23 compounds (Table 3). This
represents an accuracy of 77%. The CA calculation selects
the correct sequence in 22 cases. Interestingly, for33 and
36, the correct sequence is chosen even though it lies
someway down the ranked list of sequences but in other cases
(17, 37, and39) an incorrect sequence is selected despite
the correct sequence possessing the highest score. In only
three cases (20, 33, and38) are sequences with the wrong
residue composition ranked top or selected by the CA.

The software currently lacks the ability to distinguish
between a sequence and its retro sequence and between
enantiomers. Although the latter problem is a fundamental
limitation, these difficulties can be overcome by careful
selection of residues in the library design. Likewise ambi-
guities between K/Q and I/L are avoidable. If only the
identification of a “hit” compound is required, then several
candidate sequences from the shortlist could be individually
synthesized and assayed.

Sequencing Members of the Macrobead Library.A
small hexamer library was constructed where two positions
were varied using five amino acids in a split-and-pool
fashion. The target sequence was c[KXXWLW] where X was
a variable position containing either a Lys, His, Ser, Leu, or

Table 2. Automatic Sequencing Results for CyclicD,L-Hexapeptidesa

compd
no. sequence

no. of sequences
on shortlist

highest scoring
sequence

sequence selected
from CA

1 c[KWLWKE] 1055 c[KWLWKE] c[KWLWKE]
2 c[KWLWKF] 714 c[KWLWKF] c[KWLWKF]
3 c[KWLWKH] 692 c[KWLWKH] c[KWLWKH]
4 c[KWLWKS] 3733 c[KWLWKS] c[KWLWKS]
5 c[KWQWLW] 201 c[KWLWKW] c[KWLWKW]
6 c[KRWLWL] 559 c[KLWRWL] c[KRWLWL]
7 c[KEQWLW] 1055 c[KWLWKE] c[KWLWKE]
8 c[KFQWLW] 714 c[KWLWKF] c[KWLWKF]
9 c[KHQWLW] 692 c[KWLWKH] c[KWLWKH]
10 c[KKQWLW] 1221 c[KWLWKK] c[KWLWKK]
11 c[KQQWLW] 1221 c[KWLWKK] c[KWLWKK]

a CA scores were determined for the 30 highest scoring sequences on the shortlist. Residues with aD configuration at theR-carbon are
italic. The stereochemical configuration of predicted sequences is not shown.

Table 3. Automatic Sequencing Results for CyclicD,L-Octapeptidesa

compd
no. sequence

no. of sequences
on shortlist

highest scoring
sequence

sequence selected
from CA

rank of actual
sequence

12 c[KHKHKWLW] 7145 c[KWLWKHKH] c[KWLWKHKH] 1
13 c[KHQHKWLW] 7145 c[KWLWKHKH] c[KWLWKHKH] 1
14 c[KFQFKNWN] 12 174 c[KNWNKFKF] c[KNWNKFKF] 1
15 c[KNQNKFWF] 12 174 c[KNKNKFWF] c[KNKNKFWF] 1
16 c[KAQAKAWA] 3041 c[KAWAKAKA] c[KAWAKAKA] 1
17 c[KAQNKAWN] 13 707 c[KNWAKNKA] c[KWNAKNKA] 1
18 c[KNQNKLWL] 18 720 c[KNKNKLWL] c[KNKNKLWL] 1
19 c[KHKLALWL] 14 298 c[KLWLALKH] c[KLWLALKH] 1
20 c[KSKLRLRL] 17 632 c[KFLFLFKA] c[KFAKFLFL] 2
21 c[KSKLFLFL] 21 058 c[KSKLFLFL] c[KSKLFLFL] 1
22 c[KHQHKLWL] 14 066 c[KLWLKHKH] c[KLWLKHKH] 1
23 c[KHSHKWLW] 10 322 c[KWLWKHSH] c[KWLWKHSH] 1
24 c[KSSSKWLW] 17 783 c[KWLWKSSS] c[KWLWKSSS] 1
25 c[KSKSKWLW] 19 611 c[KWLWKSKS] c[KWLWKSKS] 1
26 c[KSQSKWLW] 19 611 c[KWLWKSKS] c[KWLWKSKS] 1
27 c[KSKWLWLW] 7204 c[KWLWLWKS] c[KWLWLWKS] 1
28 c[KLWLWLWL] 7007 c[KLWLWLWL] c[KLWLWLWL] 1
29 c[KKWLAALW] 16 442 c[KKWLAALW] c[KKWLAALW] 1
30 c[KKWLWLWL] 4772 c[KWLKWLWL] c[KWLKWLWL] 7
31 c[KSKLWLWL] 11 898 c[KSKLWLWL] c[KSKLWLWL] 1
32 c[KQRWLWLW] 2351 c[KWLWLWKR] c[KRWKLWLW] 23
33 c[KHKHFLWL] 12 715 c[KHFKHKFH] c[KHFLWLKH] 13
34 c[KSSKWLLW] 17 899 c[KSSKWLLW] c[KSSKWLLW] 1
35 c[KKKWLWLW] 3579 c[KWLWLWKK] c[KWLWLWKK] 1
36 c[RHKKLWLW] 6757 c[KLWRHKWL] c[KKLWLWRH] 28
37 c[RHKHRWLW] 1325 c[KHRWLWRH] c[KHHRWLWR] 1
38 c[RSKKLWLW] 11 089 c[KRWRKKSK] c[KWRKRKSK] >30
39 c[RSKSRWLW] 11 871 c[KSRWLWRS] c[KRWLWRSS] 1
40 c[KQKKLWLW] 10 764 c[KWLLWKKK] c[KKWLWKLK] 21
41 c[KWKWKWLW] 387 c[KWLWKWKW] c[KWLWKWKW] 1

a CA scores were determined for the 30 highest scoring sequences on the shortlist. The rank of the actual sequence on the shortlist is
indicated. Residues with aD configuration at theR-carbon are italic. The stereochemical configuration of predicted sequences is not shown.
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Trp residue, and the italic residues were in aD configuration.
This strategy provided a library comprising 25 individual
sequences. The synthesis was carried out on 200 mg of trityl
chloride macrobead resin thereby ensuring a near 100-fold
redundancy of target sequences. MS and MS/MS spectra for
peptides cleaved from 30 randomly selected beads were
acquired in an automated hands-off manner. As the library
consists of only 25 members, the two variable residues can
be identified using the parent ion mass alone. In a majority
of cases, the order of these two residues could also be readily
determined by inspection of the fragment ion spectrum.
However, to validate the software for sequencing general
libraries of cationic amphiphilic cyclic peptides,33 we con-
sidered the library to be composed of those peptides with a
fixed K residue, two adjacent positions comprising neutral
polar, positively charged, or hydrophobic residues (AFGH-
KLMNRSTVWY), and a three residue hydrophobic segment
(AFLVW). This hypothetical library, of which the true library
is a subset, consists of 24 500 members. Automated sequenc-
ing was carried out with the same scoring weights used for
the compounds1-11, and the software predicted vs manually
assigned sequences are displayed in Table 4. The number
of sequences shortlisted on the basis of the observed parent

ion mass are also given. An asterisk indicates those sequences
that are assigned with a very high degree of confidence by
visual inspection of the fragment ion spectrum. Assignment
of the other sequences is based on the absence of peaks
predicted to be observed for the alternative sequence in which
the two variable residues are interchanged. In all cases except
c[KWWWLW], the software selects the sequence that is
believed to be correct, thus obtaining over 90% accuracy.
In every case, the sequence selected by the CA calculation
was identical to the highest scoring sequence.

The calculations were repeated, except using the imprac-
tically large library consisting of a single fixed lysine and
five variable residues comprising all amino acids except
glutamine and isoleucine. In this case, the sequences of 17
members were correctly determined, and an additional six
sequences were the second or third highest scoring on the
final shortlist. The most common error was the exchange of
a pair of adjacent residues. Those sequences containing the
fragments SWL or SLW were sometimes misassigned to
permutations of the isobaric fragments EKE or EAW.

Conclusions

We have developed a system that enables rapid identifica-
tion of the sequences of cyclic peptide library members from
split-and-pool synthesis using sonic spray ionization CID ion
trap mass spectrometry and computer analysis of spectra.
There is no requirement for chemical encoding, which
simplifies library preparation and avoids contamination of
the library products with the encoding molecules. Our
software has been designed with high-throughput screening
in mind and integrates with other application programs to
provide seamless transfer of data and a customizable user
interface. Validation was carried out using 11 individually
synthesized cyclicD,L-hexapeptides and 30 cyclicD,L-
octapeptides of known sequence. Aside from ambiguities due
to isobaric residues and retro sequences, the correct hexapep-
tide sequences were identified in all cases from a hypothetical
library with a single residue constrained to lysine. Three-
quarters of the cyclic octapeptides were correctly identified
from a hypothetical library of over 4 million compounds. A
judicious choice of residues in the library design would
eliminate ambiguity, although when it exists, the software
makes this apparent. The software was also tested for
sequencing cyclic hexapeptides cleaved from single beads
of a small split-and-pool library and demonstrated high
accuracy at selecting the true sequence from a larger
hypothetical library of cationic amphiphilic cyclic hexapep-
tides.

Experimental Section

General. Acetonitrile (HPLC grade), dichloromethane
(optima grade), diethyl ether (anhydrous), dimethylform-
amide (DMF, sequencing grade), diisopropylethylamine
(DIPEA, peptide synthesis grade), and piperidine (anhydrous)
were purchased from Fisher and used without further
purification. Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, New Jersey Halo-
carbon), 2-(1-H-benzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyluro-
nium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU, Novabiochem), and
benzotriazole 1-yl-oxy-tris-pyrrolidino-phosphonium hexaflu-

Table 4. Sequences Determined for Peptides Cleaved from
Single Beads of a 25 Member Library c[KXXWLW], Where
X ) K, H, S, W, or L

bead sequencea
no. of sequences

on shortlist
predicted
sequence

1 c[KLSWLW] 71 c[KLSWLW]
2 c[KSHWLW]* 32 c[KSHWLW]
3 c[KSLWLW]* 71 c[KSLWLW]
4 c[KKSWLW]* 60 c[KKSWLW]
5 c[KLKWLW] 54 c[KLKWLW]
6 c[KLSWLW]* 71 c[KLSWLW]
7 c[KLKWLW] 62 c[KLKWLW]
8 c[KHLWLW]* 51 c[KHLWLW]
9 c[KHLWLW]* 51 c[KHLWLW]
10 c[KSLWLW]* 71 c[KSLWLW]
11 c[KKHWLW]* 12 c[KKHWLW]
12 c[KKSWLW]* 60 c[KKSWLW]
13 c[KHKWLW]* 12 c[KHKWLW]
14 c[KSSWLW]* 172 c[KSSWLW]
15 c[KKSWLW]* 60 c[KKSWLW]
16 c[KSKWLW]* 60 c[KSKWLW]
17 c[KHHWLW]* 5 c[K HHWLW]
18 c[KWWWLW]* 5 c[K WWLWW]
19 c[KWLWLW]* 15 c[KWLWLW]
20 c[KHLWLW] 51 c[KHLWLW]
21 c[KKSWLW]* 60 c[KKSWLW]
22 c[KSWWLW]* 42 c[KSWWLW]
23 c[KSSWLW]* 172 c[KSSWLW]
24 c[KKHWLW]* 12 c[KKHWLW]
25 c[KWSWLW] 42 c[KWSWLW]
26 c[KSHWLW]* 32 c[KSHWLW]
27 c[KSHWLW]* 32 c[KSHWLW]
28 c[KWWWLW]* 5 c[K WWLWW]
29 c[KWKWLW] 14 c[KWKWLW]
30 c[KLKWLW] 62 c[KLKWLW]
a An asterisk indicates that the order of the X residues could be

assigned with certainty by visual inspection of the fragment
spectrum or is inherently unambiguous. Automatic sequencing was
carried out assuming a much larger library of 24 500 members,
c[KXXZZZ], where X) A, F, G, H, K, L, M, N, R, S, T, V, W,
or Y and Z) A, F, L, V, or W. The predicted sequence from the
CA of the top 30 members of the shortlist is quoted.
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orophosphate (PyBOP, Novabiochem) were used without
further purification. Tetrakistriphenylphosphine palladium-
(0) was purchased from Strem Chemicals. Commercially
available N-Fmoc amino acids for solid phase peptide
synthesis and trityl chloride PS (1% DVB, substitution 0.5-
1.05 mmol g-1) resin were used as obtained from Novabio-
chem or Bachem. Trityl chloride macrobead resin was
obtained from Peptides International.

Fmoc-L-Lysine(Boc)-OAllyl was made according to the
protocol of Kates et al.37 Fmoc-Lys-(Boc)-OH (5 g, 10.6
mmol) was added to allyl bromide (25 mL, 0.29 mol),
followed by DIPEA (3.73 mL). This mixture was heated at
90 °C for 1 h. The reaction was allowed to cool and was
concentrated by rotary evaporation, and after it was diluted
with ethyl acetate, it was washed with 2× 0.1 N HCl and
2 × saturated sodium bicarbonate at pH< 9.5, followed by
brine. The organic layer was filtered through a pad of silica
gel and concentrated to afford a solid. This solid was washed
with ether to provide a white powder that was used directly
in the next step.

Deprotection of Boc Group.An appropriate amount of
Fmoc-Lys(Boc)-OAllyl for a resin loading of 0.5 mmol g-1

was placed in a round-bottom flask. Sufficient dichlo-
romethane to dissolve the solid was added followed by an
equivalent amount of TFA. After it was stirred for 1 h, the
solution was evaporated and the residue of Fmoc-Lys-OAllyl
was dried in vacuo.

Resin Loading.Trityl chloride resin was swollen in dry
deacidified (Na2CO3) dichloromethane for 20 min. A solution
of crude Fmoc-Lys-OAllyl in dichloromethane was added
to the resin, immediately followed by 4 equiv of DIPEA.
After the resin was shaken for 2 h, the resin was washed
with dichloromethane, and then shaken with 10% MeOH:
10% DIPEA:80% dichloromethane for 10 min. After it was
washed with dichloromethane and dried in vacuo, the resin
loading was evaluated based on Fmoc released monitored
by UV absorption at 290 nm.

Peptide Synthesis.Compounds27, 32, and 33 were
available from previous studies.33 Compound28 was pre-
pared using standard Boc chemistry on PAM resin, employ-
ing Boc-Lys(Fmoc)-OH, cleavage with HF, cyclization in
DMF solution using HATU, followed by deprotection of the
Lys side chain. The remaining peptides were synthesized
using standard solid phase Fmoc protocols41 on the Fmoc-
Lys-OAllyl-loaded trityl resin or for13 and22 using Fmoc-
Glu-OAllyl-loaded Rink resin.42 Following synthesis of the
linear peptide, the resin was swollen in dry dichloromethane
for 20 min. To the resin was added a degassed solution of
0.5 equiv of Pd(PPh3)4 in 90% CHCl3:10% 4-methylmor-
pholine. After it was shaken under Ar for 5 h, the resin was
washed with a solution of 1% sodium dimethylthiocarbamic
acid in DMF (3× 2 min) and 1% DIPEA (3× 2 min) in
DMF. After the final Fmoc deprotection (25% piperidine in
DMF, 2 × 10 min), the resin was washed thoroughly with
DMF (3 × 3 min), 10% DIPEA/DMF (3× 3 min), and 0.8
M LiCl/DMF (3 × 3 min). The resin was treated with 5
equiv of PyBOP, 5 equiv of HOAt, and 20 equiv of DIPEA
in 0.8 M LiCl/DMF for at least 12 h. After it was washed
with DMF (3 × 3 min) and DCM (2× 3 min) followed by

MeOH, the peptide was cleaved from the resin and depro-
tected with 2.5% TIS:2.5% H2O:95% TFA. Peptides were
recovered by precipitation with ether or by evaporation of
the cleavage mixture. The general properties of this class of
peptides have been described elsewhere.43

Preparation of Split-and-Pool Library. The general
synthetic protocol for library preparation was identical to
that used for synthesis of individual compounds. The peptides
c[KXXWLW], where X) K, H, L, W, or S, were prepared
on trityl chloride macrobead resin (200 mg) using the split-
and-pool approach.2,3 After they were washed with Et2O and
dried in vacuo, individual beads were placed in single
eppendorf tubes. To each tube was added 100µL of a
cleavage cocktail (95% TFA:2.5% H2O:2.5% TIS) and
allowed to stand for 12 h. After cleavage, the TFA mixture
was evaporated and the samples were dried in vacuo to
remove all volatiles (this includes TFA mixture and protect-
ing groups, with the exception of trityl). Wells were then
treated with 100µL of 49:49:2 H2O:CH3CN:TFA.

Mass Spectrometry.Parent mass spectra and fragmenta-
tion spectra were obtained using a Hitachi model M-8000
3DQ-ion trap spectrometer equipped with a SSI source.
Compounds1-11were dissolved in a water:acetonitrile:TFA
mixture (1:1:0.01) and infused directly through the SSI
source at a rate of 2 mL/hour. Parent mass peaks were
selected for fragmentation using a filtered noise field (FNF).
Modulation of the FNF allowed selective filtering of all ions
that did not correspond to the parent ion, permitting selective
fragmentation of parent peptide ion. Fragmentation spectra
were acquired over an average run of 2 min, with an ion
accumulation time of 500 ms, an ionization voltage of 1 kV,
and collision-induced decay voltage (FNF) between 0.3 and
0.4 kV. Fragmentation spectra were obtained by averaging
over the entire 2 min run. Spectra of library members from
individual beads were obtained by utilizing an automated
LC/MS and MS/MS run. Specifically, 50µL of the solution
containing the cleaved peptide (as outlined above) was eluted
with an LC gradient of 8:2 water:acetonitrile to 3:7 water:
acetonitrile over 25 min on a Vydac C18 column. Spectra
were obtained using an automated MS/MS function of the
Hitachi M-8000 software, where the most intense ion peak
was isolated and a CID voltage was applied corresponding
to the target ion mass (with other parameters similar to
above). Generally, LC peak width ranged from 0.2 to 0.5
min, and spectra were obtained by averaging over this time.
Because the total accumulation time was far less than that
of the infusion method outlined above (2 min), the spectra
were typically of an inferior signal-to-noise ratio. Spectra
of compounds12-41 were obtained using analogous LC/
MS runs, eluting 50µL of a solution of peptide concentration
1 mg mL-1 in 2.5% DMSO and 9% sucrose. An ion
accumulation time of 400 ms was used for these octapeptides.

Computational. Sequencing software was developed
using Borland C++ Builder and compiled to a dynamic link
library (DLL). The DLL is an automation server that
complies with the Microsoft Component Object Model. An
Excel 2000 client was written using Visual Basic for
Applications. The software was tested under Windows ME,
NT4, and XP. Calculations were performed on an 800 MHz
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Pentium 3 computer with 512 Mb RAM. For the calculations
presented here, scoring weights,wj, in eq 1 were 3, 2, 1,
and 0 for fragments with no side chain/CO loss, loss of NH3,
loss of CO, and loss of H2O, respectively.Ij was the highest
observed intensity within(0.5 m/z of predicted peakj.
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